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And the whole album is very starkâ€”guitars, bass, drums, occasional piano and organ but not much else.
Turns out that most of the songs were written during a Transcendental Meditation course with Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi in Rishikesh, Indiaâ€”a period that was free from drugs except or marijuana of course. I should
have been keeping track of all the Beatles songs that I know better from other artists. This one I know better
from Siouxsie and the Banshees. I had no idea what this song was about , and the story is weird and
fascinating. I love the way it builds band builds. Evidently it was meant as a pastiche of ska with Jimmy Cliff
contributing initially. According to Wikipedia this song is one of the factors that led to the break up of the
band because they got so sick of it. This seems to foreshadow the medley tracks on Abbey Road. But I never
understood it. The recording features vocals from almost everyone who happened to be in the studio at the
time. Yoko Ono sings one line and co-sings another. The Spanish guitar at the beginning of the recording was
overdubbed later by Harrison. And that was all for side one. She says they did, so what do I know? It is
evidently meant to be in the style of Little Richard. And um, what is the reason why? I like the middle part
better than the verses. The guitars and vocals are just awesomely rocking and raw. I also love that a helter
skelter is just a slide and not something sinister duh, Charlesâ€”see what happens when you try to read into
Beatles lyrics. It builds very nicely. I have to assume it was left on because there was a lot of empty space to
fill in order to make the album a double album. It could probably have been reduced to a single album, but
there are some undoubtedly brilliant songs on it. It turned out that I have read nearly every story in every issue
for the last several years from and many from However, I have missed a few over the years. I had typed up a
post but just never finished it for some reason. This is a brief story about a taxi driver in Sri Lanka. He has
been traveling the same route across country for two years. This necessitates a stop in Kilinocchi, a town
associated with the nerve center of terror it is even commented on that it sounds brutal in English. But the
driver is a pro nowâ€”he says all you have to do to stay safe is keep your eyes open to drive all night. On this
trip, he is driving Mr and Mrs Arunachalam to see their soon-to-be house. She is hugely pregnant and
complains much of the way and they are both relieved when the hotel pulls into view.
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Origins Pussy Riot members Pussy Riot was a collective formed in August , their name being two
English-language words [21] written in the Latin rather than Cyrillic. The title usually appeared thus in the
Russian press, but sometimes the name was transliterated as " ". The group was composed of some dozen
performers and about 15 people who handled the technical work of shooting and editing videos that were
posted on the Internet. Following the split, they formed a separate Moscow-based group, also named "Voina",
saying that they had as much right to use this name as Voina founder Oleg Vorotnikov. You just scream a lot.
The difference is that Bikini Kill performed at specific music venues, while we hold unsanctioned concerts.
Pussy Riot used situationist -style guerrilla performances. Either way, our performances are a kind of civic
activity amidst the repressions of a corporate political system that directs its power against basic human rights
and civil and political liberties. During interviews they used nicknames such as "Balaclava", "Cat", "Seraph",
"Terminator", and "Blondie". Group concerns include education, health care , and the centralization of power,
and the group supports regional autonomy and grass-roots organizing. Members regard unsanctioned rallies as
a core principle, saying that authorities do not see rallies that they have sanctioned as a threat and simply
ignore them. We are always saying that anybody can be in Pussy Riot, and we really mean it". An Associated
Press reporter described them as "badly recorded, based on simple riffs and scream-like singing" and stated
that critics had dismissed them as "amateur, provocative and obscene". Club described them as an "excellent
band" with "fuzzed-out guitars and classic Riot Grrrl chants". However, their songs are freely available for
download on a number of Internet sites, collected together under the title Ubey seksista "Kill the sexist". They
played a recording of the song "Ubey seksista" "Kill the Sexist" , billing the performers as "a new Russian
punk band called Pussy Riot". Several masked women performed "Osvobodi Bruschatku" "Release the
Cobblestones" atop a scaffold in a Moscow subway and from the top of trolley cars, while tearing apart down
feather pillows , showering feathers onto the train platform below. The song recommended that Russians
protest upcoming parliamentary elections by throwing cobblestones during street clashes. Their first video was
uploaded to YouTube on November 6. The song took its title from Russian anarcho-communist Peter
Kropotkin , and metaphorically concerned the assassination of " Kremlin bastards" by fatal poisoning.
Political activists Alexey Navalny and Ilya Yashin had been arrested one week earlier at a mass protest against
the results of the State Duma elections. According to a Pussy Riot member identified as "Shayba", the song
was inspired by the events of December 24, , during which approximately , people attended anti-Putin rallies
in central Moscow. She told the Financial Times: The regime just wet its pants on that day. And the symbol of
the regime is Putin. There was no church service in session at the time, and only a few people were in the
cathedral. Mother of God Drive Putin Away". They used the crude epithet "Sran Gospodnya", which has been
used to translate "holy shit" in Hollywood movies, but is rarely used in idiomatic Russian; it literally translates
as "shit of the Lord". They later explained "It is an idiomatic expression, related to the previous verse â€”
about the fusion of Moscow patriarchy and the government. Among other demands, the lyrics requested that
"Seven years [imprisonment] is not enough, give us eighteen! In their music video for this song, band
members wear Russian riot police uniforms and are slowly buried alive as they sing. They wear these specific
uniforms because they are worn by Russian police during clashes between police and protesters for change,
and to make the statement that illegal violence not only kills the oppressed, but slowly kills the oppressors.
According to Alyokhina and Tolokonnikova, "Policemen, soldiers, agents, they become hostages and are
buried with those they kill, both figuratively and literally". Pussy Riot was responsible for concept and
production of the video, while vocals and lyrics were performed by two other Russian bands, Jack Wood and
Scofferlane. With this song, Alyokhina and Tolokonnikova begin to show the parallels between police
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brutality and state oppression in Russia and the United States. Trump enforces his values through beatings,
shaming, and branding of victims delivered by stormtroopers. As the thugs torture their victims, Pussy Riot
sings the following lyrics: The song is a statement against corruption in the criminal justice system. Both
women at first denied being members of the group and started a hunger strike in protest against being held in
jail away from their young children. On March 16, another woman, Yekaterina Samutsevich , who had earlier
been questioned as a witness in the case, was similarly arrested and charged. He argued that their two previous
attempts to disrupt proceedings would bias the judge, and preclude a fair outcome at that location. They
announced a hunger strike in response, saying that two working days was inadequate time to finish preparing
their trial defense. In early July, a poll conducted in Moscow found that half of the respondents opposed the
trial while 36 percent supported it; the rest being undecided.
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While queer representation is often refracted through the prism of normative curiosities and concerns, FQP
features queer voices saying whatever they want, however they want. It can definitely be a nightmare.
However, for every band that behaves in such a way, there are two that are chock-full of creative folks with
amazing energy and personalities. Those are the bands I live for and work with repeatedly. Those are the
bands that leave a more positive lasting impression on the music scene. That being said, keeping in line with
those ideals can be extremely tough and thoroughly frustrating at times, and it definitely takes some thick skin
to make it out unscathed. Such an amazing band. Wall of sound postpunk that demands your attention and all
of your emotions. Producing them was a breeze and a half. We all clicked so well. Like, I really want to put
you in total fucking darkness with all your demonsâ€¦ cool? I need the darkness too, with no one looking at
me. He engineeredâ€”and honestly, coproducedâ€”both records perfectly. Brian and I work together well
because we enjoy similar music, production styles, and tonality. Opens my mind to all sounds. Opens my
mind to all films. Always slowing the pace of my ever-swirling thoughts and helping me focus and relax. I just
sit on the floor in my apartment with a laptop, guitar, Casio keyboard, and my Batman pipe thanks Madison!
Another favorite time to smoke is during shows. Weed, thank you for being my friend and my confidant. Nail
The Mix creates and fosters an online environment where subscribers can take remote courses. What we are
doing is about empowering people so they can make better music and get stronger results. The music business used to be very secretive, but now it is becoming collaborative. We teach the skills [subscribers] need to
be employable and effective, but for the cost of a few lunches. The value for cost ratio is insane. I would have
paid thousands to even sit in on any of my favorite mixers for an hour when I was learning this craft. It is an
art. A great analogy is cooking. You watch someone like Gordon Ramsay take five ingredients and make an
amazing dish. You try it, and it turns out terribly. The truth is that it takes a ton of hard work to get great at
anything. I can give you every setting of a mix, and you will always do it different because you hear, feel, and
react in your own way. They receive personal critiques from the Nail The Mix producers, and those who
submit the best mixes are entered into the running for huge production gear prizes. That is a very, very
important role, and we are frightened that the up-and-coming generations may not have the tools they need in
order to keep music evolving with society. This is where we come in. I want our students to be the next
generation of A-list producers and mixers. No matter what you do, always put your all into it. You want
people associating excellence with your name no matter what you do. Every day, you need to get up, work
hard, and fight. No settling or getting lazy, because as soon as you do that, you will get smoked. Never let an
artist leave your studio without feeling that they got an amazing value. Coach them, mentor them, teach them.
Make them comfortable, push them to be better, and teach them how to be better. You need to learn about
business, psychology, accounting, and marketing along with music production. Be a constant learner. Learn to
be a good hang. It is a lot of stress for an artist to make a record. Make it seem like they are hanging out with
their friends and they will always give amazing performances. The world in has no shortage of things to get
pissed about, so Murray leaned further into the darkness on this second EP. So yeah, I was just trying to spew
pure hatred and vomit, lyrically, about the state of the human condition. While NAILS indulge in extremity for
its own sake, Wilderness Dream use their speed to pack as many horns-in-the-air riffs and glorious leads as
they can into 20 minutes. These seven tunes are undeniably catchyâ€” which makes perfect sense for an EP
helmed by Ben Murray of noted melodic punk group, Heartsoundsâ€”each one a fantastic display of making
the old feel new again. Three-piece punk band from Ontario, Cheap Whine, formed in and made their musical
debut in July with their self-titled album, released on the U. Think of the Ramones or The Clash mixed with
Vacation. Cheap Whine came up with their name due to the atmosphere of their persona onstage. He explains
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that the band grew much more comfortable with their sonic vision on this second record, the follow-up to their
self-titled debut. Everyone cool smokes weed, including Satan. He is no exception! Turns out, I fall quickly
and hard, and there were quite a few stumbles where I sort of picked myself off the ground and dusted myself
off by writing these songs. It was an eventful few months. For this one, I took tapes back and forth between
two [Tascam] sâ€”one at my house and one at our practice space. An eerie layer of haze encircles the mood,
density, and outreach. Witchâ€”a psych rock trio with a penchant for the pastâ€”are the perfect L. After
struggling to get their name out there for six years, For The Win were overdue for a break. It finally came in
the form of Victory Records, who signed the band earlier this year. All it took was a single email. Finding a
new label did lead to one new setback. What can we do? Then, the next day, they were talking about buying us
off of our contract with Artery Recordings. They feel Heavy Thoughts is their most cohesive and well-planned
release to date, and their unique fusion of post-hardcore and pop punk comes through effortlessly in the new
material. You can go to the forest, the beach, or the dessert. The mirror is tripped-out and stony with these
gals: Sanchez, drummer Ellie English, and bassist Irita Pai. The record feels of a different age, yet completely
of its time. So, we just write in the present, but I think our older influences can be heard from time to time in
our songs, and that makes it special. Of course, I mess with alternate tunings and overdubs, but aside from
that, real simple, straightforward stuff worked for me, and lo and behold: Witch, her lyrics like a ghost
jukebox on the freeway. This is grooving stuff. The writing part was easy. The recording could have killed me.
I had a lot more freedom in this project to put forth a different set of ideas, so [we] made a pop record that is a
little bit fuzzy and a little bit folky. Over the past few years, Grand Rapids, Michigan, native, Vagabonds, has
made waves with his emotional live performances. Throughout the record, Luke Deanâ€”the sole brain and
voice behind Vagabondsâ€” tiptoes through a myriad of personal issues ranging from mental health to his
faith. With each experience, Dean paints vivid images that move like scenes from a movie, each one more
heart-wrenching than the last. His raspy voice carries the emotional burden of his lyrics, breaking at times, but
never faltering. Samson, Sufjan Stevens, and Elliott Smith. The entire thing feels vulnerable. In our case, we
were very much strangers, and to her credit, she did a great job peeling back a lot of layers from me, because I
had closed a lot of doors mentally. There is some hope, though. Graduation Speech still has very similar
lyrical content, but it feels peaceful. The waves of despair and pain coiled in his voice are balanced with a
confidence that there is a light at the end of the tunnel. However, from the beginning, Way and Debiak
planned to do nostalgia differentlyâ€”not with a reunion or revival, but with something entirely new. For the
Night to Control harkens back to the Britpop and new wave music that Debiak and Way grew up loving.
When the group disbanded in , the two linked up almost immediately. I think those things are thousands of
years old, and our job is to find some new way of expressing that old idea. With their sweeping melodies and a
touch of pop punk sensibility, the pop rock four-piece have all the ingredients necessary to stand out on the
juggernaut that is Warped Tour. We wanted to do it for fun, and then we just put a few songs out online, and it
gained momentum. We never intended it to be what it is today, but somehow, it just happened that way.
Creating a full-length record was a chance for The Gospel Youth to explore what they were capable of as
writers.
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Some of these articles have NOT YET been verified for accuracy or content; please contact the authors if you
notice any inaccuracies and they will be fixed. It is hoped that this bibliography will be of value to comics
researchers, and it is dedicated to those individuals. George Gately, Cartoonist [obituary]. Washington Post
October 6 [Associated Press]. Lorenzo Music, cartoon and tv figure [obituary]. Washington Post August
Norman Hall Wright, Disney Writer [obituary]. Washington Post August 4: Washington Post April Editor and
Publisher July 9: Swann Fellow studies images of early Irish-Americans. Library of Congress Gazette May
Kirk Alyn, Superman [obituary for movie actor]. Washington Post March Comics Journal ; November:
Exclusive Steve Lightle Interview! Burgess Meredith Dies [cartoon voice and Batman tv show actor]. The Star
Publishing Co. Courting the comic book crowd. Folio 22 9; May Buster Brown a Family Wrecker: New York
Herald May To improve the comic supplement. Art Digest 7 Nov 1: Saturday Review 10 Sep New art in the
making [comics]. Art News 31 Jan 7: Colored comic strips in the best of health at age Newsweek 4 Dec 1:
Cartoon-drawing is big business; Effects on children debated. Literary Digest Dec Ghost cartoonists assure
immportality to strips. Newsweek 8 Dec What is your favorite comic strip? La technique du dessin anime
trente ans apres son invention [comics; in French]. La Nature 66 Oct 1: Dumbo at the circus: Transparent
cellulosic sheets are foundation of aminated cartoon industry. Modern Plastics 19 Sep: Let children read
comics: Science gives its approval. Science News Letter 40 Aug Student presents collection to alma mater:
Ohio State University receives exhibit of original newspaper cartoons. Whimsy has growing pains: Animated
cartoon prepares to come of age. California Arts and Architecture 59 Feb: Movies based on characters out of
the funnies. School Life 31 Nov A new comics publication. School and Society 67 Jul Censorship over the
comic strips? Art Digest 23 May: Comic book illustrations at Charles Fourth Gallery. Art News 48 May: New
York State Library covers centuries in comics display. Library Journal 74 Jul: Folk Art in the Atomic Age
[comics]. Exhibit at the Metropolitan. Art Digest 25 May Time 65 Mar Guggenheim Foundation film
receives awards. Museum News 36 Oct America Dec Superfans and Batmaniacs [comics fandom]. New
Yorker 41 Aug International exhibition of comic strips. Time 85 Mar 5: First international convention on the
comics. Newsweek 65 Mar 8: Pop art portraits of comic-book favorites. Newsweek 65 Mar Redrawing the
color line: Newsweek 65 Feb 1: Syndicate producing books from color comic strips: Comics make the job
scene. Comic books come to class: An interview with Michael Uslin. Reading Newsreport 7 3: In the
classroom [using comics]. History and Social Science Teacher 10 3: New York Times Jan 8. French Postcards
[published by Spiegelman]. Bulletin board [comics libraries]. Christian Science Monitor Jan 3: A comic book
hero goes off the weed [Lucky Luke]. Arts [comics in learning]. Live Wire 1 ; Aug-Dec. Hartford Advocate
May 8. Barnaby comic strips to be in book form. New York Times Jun Cartoons in the classroom. Children
and Animals 9 4; Dec: Making a mint in collectibles [comics]. Christian Science Monitor 78 10; Dec 4: T
poster [comics on energy conservation]? Albany Times Union Aug 5: New York Times Dec 7. Hearst
subsidiary buys news, feature syndicate.
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There is, however, some kind of harmonic structure beneath these remarkable chord progressions, preventing
this to happen. Separated by minor third intervals, the tones of these stand-in chords show a diagonal
relationship. This principle of diagonal substitution helps the listeners to understand the songs musically. In
each song there is a tight relation between the clusters of these stand-in chords and the semantics of the lyrics.
As the meaning of the words in a song does shift along two dimensions, the chords will shift along the same
lines. This correlation between words and chords offers a flexible way to shift emotional meanings in
conversational contexts. He certainly was not the only one to do so. In oral history reports on the cultural
revolution of the s one can easily find the same kind of reflections. Was the coalition of this particular kind of
music and the uprising, autonomous youth culture just a coincidence? Was it the result of a historical
contingency, or did the songs themselves really have to say something new to their listeners? The youth
culture of the s promoted its own language, the egalitarian idiom of the peer group, as a general and valid
model for civil conversation. First we will argue that the main musical innovation of the Beatles circles around
their willingness to sidestep conventional chord progressions by importing chords from unorthodox chord
clusters. With this trick they ran the risk of getting out of key and sounding false. As a second step we will
show how this risk was countered by adhering strictly to a new diagonal tone structure where distinct chord
clusters each find their appropriate place. Next, as the third step in our reasoning, we will address the question
of peer group conversation by discussing its semantic structure and dimensions. However, though it was called
beat music, the rhythm was rather simple. In the early British beat music the swing of earlier forms of popular
music and the rhythmic complexities of rhythm and blues were replaced by a fixed accent on the backbeat.
According to Heinz Bamberg For the same purpose and following the example of Chuck Berry, the volume of
the backing instruments was increased at the expense of the singing voices. The more equal role of backing
and vocals did indicate a departure from the ways of Tin Pan Alley and the Classical Style. Moreover, the high
level of intensity and the thickness of sound was not only an effect of just pumping up the volume and
revamping the beat. Adding to the intensity was also some kind of harshness, coming from other musical
elements. Are the words of the songs responsible? Simon Frith has argued convincingly that the words of Pop
Rock songs are not very important in themselves. They are just there to provide young people with some
elementary emotion words for their first love affairs. The main theme of the songs is romance. The male
protagonists address their girls, for instance, in a more egalitarian way as "friends. Despite these innovations,
pinpointing the actual character of most of these textual differences is difficult. If not the rhythm or the lyrics,
was it the melody? On this point the answer undeniably must be positive. Most melodies of the Beatles came
as a surprise for those who heard them for the first time. Even experienced cover bands often had hard times to
replicate them to the same effect. There are several reasons for that. First, the Beatles frequently treated blue
notes in a "British," "Northern" way, resolving them to adjacent notes rather than jumping toward flat-thirds
according to "Blues" conventions Tillekens, Secondly, and more important, the Beatles always seemed to
enjoy importing some unusual notes into their melodies. These special notes clearly are related to their
harmonies. Here we find the most obvious innovations of the Beatles. Most of the times, though, they used
just simple chords, at least more simple than those of the songs that served them as an inspiration. With their
songs, the Beatles set the clear example, that you do not have to be a guitar virtuoso to make good music
Mutsaers, ; Hammond, It is not the chords themselves, but the chord sequences that are at the core of the
sound of the Beatles. Their unorthodoxy on this point made it so difficult for other groups â€” especially for
those with a blues background â€” to cover their songs. Nowadays, to our trained ears the songs may sound
less raucously than they did before. Most of them, though, refrain from analyzing these progressions for their
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structural correspondences. As we shall see, in this structure the elements of harmony, melody and lyrics come
together to form a new synthesis. As a result the chords in their songs add up to incredible numbers â€” at
least in respect to conventional musicological theory. On average there are 8. It is the same song that evoked
Roger McGuinn to say: Bob Dylan reacted in a similar way, by remarking: Their chords were outrageous, just
outrageous, and their harmonies made it all valid There is the downward modulation in the middle eight,
where the home key of G is shifted to C by pivoting on the minor fifth v7 â€” a feat the Beatles successfully
had performed earlier on in "From Me To You" Kramarz, Next, there is the abrupt return from this
modulation to the original key by a sudden introduction of its dominant at the end of the middle eight: They
characterize it as an aborted modulation or a deceptive cadence. Volkert Kramarz and Tim Riley To them the
trick is effective but only more of the same, as the Beatles had introduced their easy use of relative minor
chords already in their previous songs. As Kramarz observes, the use of incidental chords in popular music is
not new in itself. The unusual amount of these chords, however, certainly is innovative, as are the chord
sequences themselves. In the first few years of their career the Beatles discarded the support of these cadences
Kramarz, At the start of their career as songwriters their favorite way of doing this, was by inserting
unexpected chords. Later on, as a result, in their hands the cadences crumbled into pieces. At the end of , the
songs on the album "Beatles for Sale" show that the Beatles could do without the support of these cadences.
Piecing chords together seemed their way of composing. Or, as MacDonald Their choice of chords, of course,
did not taper away totally at random, as this would have made their songs incomprehensible to their listeners.
The parallel minors iv, i, v form another cluster of chords the Beatles, seemingly arbitrarily, interjected into
their chord progressions. Next to these, we sometimes even hear the relative minors vii, iv, i of the relative
Majors themselves. To this, of course, we can add the seventh chords, so popular in blues, country and rhythm
and blues. Except for the last one, all these chord clusters can be fitted into a diagram by adding them to the
diagonal structure. As a result a grid emerges in which chords sharing two tones with each other can be
substituted for each other figure 2 â€” see also the Appendix. The greater their distance from the tone center or
key, the more these pure tones do deviate from their counterparts in even temperament. That is why the key is
so important in harmonic music, as is a restricted use of chordal material. Too sudden transitions summon the
danger of sounding false. Therefore conventional harmonic music is usually restricted to the three basic
chords, whose tone material can be expanded by means of standard cadences and more or less conventional
modulations. The Beatles showed it could be done otherwise. By arranging their chord clusters into a diagonal
relationship, they effectuated an equivocal positioning of chords and tonal material. As a premium the stock of
chords in the diagonal grid â€” counting six notes on each horizontal line â€” offered the composers no less
than 24 different tones for their melodies see figure 3. Deviations of tone material from even temperament in
cents [red: The new chords are employed for bewildering enharmonic changes or innovative modulations, like
the minor fifth we encountered in "I Want To Hold Your Hand. These notes, however, were not always
exactly the same. Often they jump through the tone grid to their enharmonic equivalents, causing subtile tonal
differences. The difference between both tones amounts to 71 cent, less than three quarters of a tonal distance.
Next to more undefinable characteristics like form and tone color, the three main aspects of each musical
composition are rhythm, melody, and harmony. Maybe it is too simple to take music apart into just these three
constituents, like George Martin did in his recent television documentary "The Rhythm of Life," equating
rhythm with the movements of the body, melody with the speaking voice, and harmony with the surrounding
context. This splitting up of musical components may seem to miss what a specific composition makes into an
excellent piece of music, but there are many text books and theoretical studies putting this distinction to good
use. The sociologist Max Weber and, following his footsteps, the philosopher and musicologist Theodor W.
Adorno based much of their best analyses of musical evolution on these distinctions. For Martin â€” extracting
his examples out of the whole history of music, including classical and folk music â€” harmony refers to
context as a human universal. But, as both Weber and Adorno indicated, social contexts do change historically
and so does the language of music. Moreover, not all styles of music refer to the same contexts. The idiom of
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popular music mainly is conversational and therefore the harmonic context of popular songs can be equated to
the context of conversation between peers. In this respect the songs of the Beatles are no exception. Most of
them are designed as conversations and dialogues. This makes it difficult to analyze them, because as elements
of conversation, the words of a conversation acquire their meaning by their position in the context in which
they are uttered. The first dimension, agency, refers to the self image of an actor as capable of deciding
between alternatives. It concerns the process of making personal choices. The second dimension, display,
covers the divide between public and private spaces as the locations in which these choices are deliberated,
discussed with others and in which commitments are made. The movements on the dimension of agency shift
between the poles of thinking or acting, between being passive â€” still in the process of thinking choices over
â€” or being active â€” declaring or interrogating a decision. On the dimension of display in the private
context opinions can be voiced in a more emotional and direct way. In the anonymous context of the public
domain on the other hand conversations have to conform to the rules of a more polite discourse. At the
individual level the speaker defines his speech acts as private utterances, just meant for one self as an interior
monologue.
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For all the songs of the Beatles' canon Harry Klaassen and Piet Schreuders () estimate a mean of 9 chords, peaking at a
maximum of 21 chords for McCartney's "You Never Give Me Your Money." From a musicological perspective such an
overload of chords threatens to make a song sound false by endangering the key.
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